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During the past few years professor H, T. Miller
and his students have been engaged in the preparation
and study of a variety of fluoro* and chlorocarbons.
One of the most interesting of these is the saturated
diMer of hexaf luorooutadiene, Cg Fx2* ^'^* structure
of which is to be discussed in part II of this thesis.
X-ray studies of this compound thus far have been predi*
cated on a nolecular model possessing a center of symme-
try w^ich, if it were to exist, would greatly simplify
the structure problem, ^ince C3 ^^2 ^^ thought to con-
tain three fused cyclobutane rings it would be desirable
to know whether or not a simple cyclobutane structure
has a plane or puckered ring. If puckering of the ring
were confirmed, it would be reasonable to assume that
the molecule of C3 Fx2 ^** "^ center of symmetry.
In reviewing the literature it is found that spectro'
scopic studies of cyclobutane and of its fluorinated
analogue C4 Fa have been interpreted as indicating the
carbon ring to be planar. Dunitz^^' in the X-ray study
of one form of tetraphenyl cyclobutane found the struc-
ture to have a planar ring also. He states however that
an isomer of this compound may have a fourfold alter-
nating axis of symmetry (S4). However Livingston^^^'
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in a private conaunication to this Departfnent has statad
that pralininary evidance from the aitctron diffraction
investigation of C4 Fg indicates a puckered ring with
unusually long carbon • carbon distances.
Recently Mr. Fred McLafferty working under Professor
Miller's direction has prepared octochlorocyclobutane,
C4 Fq, thus making it available for x*ray studies. This
presented an excellent opportunity to establish the con-
figuration of the four-seiabered carbon ring so as to ob^
tain ideas of the probable structure of C3 Fx2*
Part I of this dissertation concerns itself with
the investigation of the structure of C4 Clg.
«f#^T .aeitoulfi y^i^f. -xot ^i^ftlJtiBV^i tj r^fttlltw
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Preparation and Mounting of Sanplet*
AS remarked above, the compound was prepared by
Mr. Fred McLafferty. Essentially the synthesis consists
of chlorinating butadiene to give a chlorobutene which
in the presence of Al CI3 at 100^ C. gives several
products, one of which is 04013. The material is sepa-
rated and purified by recrystallization f roa nethyl
alcohol.
A portion of the sample was dissolved in benzene
in a small test tube and allowed to crystallize slowly
overnight. Clear flat needle-like crystals were obtained
which when examined microscopically between crossed
Nicol prisms showed continuous extinction parallel to
the needle axis irrespective of any angular rotation
•beut this axis. Nevertheless, it later appeared that
the needle axis was not the unique symmetry axis of the
monoclinic crystal.
A needle approximately 0.3 mm. in diameter was
mounted vertically on the goniometer head such that
the needle axis coincided with the rotation axis, ^ince
the compound has an appreciable vapor pressure it was
necessary to dip the crystal in a solution of Canada
balsam in xylene to form a protective coating which
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urouXd prevent sublimation, ^rior to photography coarte
adjustments for alignment were made on a one circle
9onioaeter.
photographic Recording of Diffraction Data.
Oscillation photographs were taken and the raethod
of Hendershot'^^' was employed to align the crystal for
use on the weissenoerg instrument. The oscillation
pictures indicated a spacing of t>.3 A. along the needle
axis which was tentatively designated as the c axis.
The zero and four higher layer equi^inclination
Weiseenberg photographs of this crystal were obtained
using Cu K«( radiation. The observed symnetry of the
X*ray diffraction effects was C^^ • 2/n with the mono-
clinic axis lying in a plane normal to the needle axis.
Only (Oku) reflections for k odd were cslssing. The
following space groups satisfy these conditions:
cl - ^2j^ or C^ - P2^/m, The latter has a center of
syamietry, whereas the fomer does not.
To obtain sufficient data for structure analysis
it is necessary to observe reflections for rotation
about at least one other axis, since the unit cell
is iBonoclinic, the unique axis which lies in the cross
section of the needle-like crystals could be located.
Sections perpendicular to the needle axis wrere cut out
. two I ' ; i
J4.i
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usin9 « sharp razor blade. The approximate orientation
of tli« Monoclinic axis was known from a cooparison of
the synsaetry of the reflections obtained on the original
oscillation photographs with the crystal position. Again
oscillation pictures were used for alignment and the
zero and six upper layer equi-inclination ^elssenoerg
photographs were obtained for rotation about the mono*
clinic axis. b. The triple f iX» technique was used
throughout.
Lattice Constants.
The lattice constants were determined from the two
zero layer Weiss fnberg photographs (i.e. around b and c)
upon which reflections from NaCl had been superimposed.
The monoclinic angle was determined by the method of
angular lag as described by Buerger^ ' and by direct
measurement on the zero layer b^axis film. Final values
are:




Molecules per Unit Celi.
Although no pycnometric density has b%9n measured
for this compound, it was reasonable to assume it roughly
nc islMM^w «*^M %*9m% <rM^ 4 ir
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•s 2 98I./CC. The voXuim of the unit cell it ^9.5 a.
Thus f rote the formula
• 1.660 nHAr
where n • number of molecules per unit cell
M m Moleculer weight
V * volune of unit cell in A.
we 9et» for n>2, an X^ray density of 2,16 gm./cc.
Measuresent of Intensities.
The reflections were indexed and the value of sin
for each spot was determined graphically from construc-
tion of the reciprocal lattice. The method is described
by Bunn.^^^ aelative intensities for each filn of each
layer photograph were estinated by visual comparison with
a calibrated intensity scale having spots of a size con*
parable to those appearing on the filas and with the
following range of intensities:
2t3j5:G:9i 11: 13j 15: 19: 22:20$ 30: 35:40:42:43:50: S7:64s76:
79:82:88: 100: 118: 130: 139sl45:147.
The value of 2 indicated a spot that was just visible
whereas that of 147 indicated near saturation. The use
of the triple filn technique permitted a good estimation
of intensities over a wide range. The values obtained
were corrected for the Lorentz and Jr^larization factor
( ig\
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TiM zero layer «leisft*nb«r9 photograph about c was
taken as th« standard filn and by careful cros&«>calibra*
tlon all relative IF^^^oI were reduced to the coiamon
level. The factors by which the observations from the
respective filns were multiplied to reach the cowaon












where the letter denotes the axis of rotation in<i the
subscript the layer line.
The effects of absorption were snail enough to be
neglected.
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All tumtationt described here were celeulated using
(2)
Seevere and tlpson^^' strips.
Patterson i^roJection»P(X,Y) •
Since hkO data were first available the Patterson
projection »P(X,Y} on the (OOi) plane was made.
For the diffraction syHMetry for this crystal
Kkol^ IfhkoP - Kkol^ • Kkol^!
and it can be shown that
P(X,Y) • 4 ^^ ij ,^ |Fhkol^ CO* 2i-hX cos 2trkY
2 b^jFhOol^ ^o« 2irhX
This projection was used to deternsine with which
of the two space groups. P2| or P2)/s, the data were
consistent. If the former is correct* P(X,V) should
have peaks at (2x« 1/2) for each pair of equivalent atoms
in the cell as well as peaks due to vectors between non*
equivalent atoms.
If the space group p2^/m is correct, atoms lying
in the planes of symmetry occupy positions:
(e) x,l/4,z)x3/4'Z. For atoms in fourfold positions there
are the following positions;
4;.x.mt; ^juiMiiriUlv4
Qni9%t fe»J"6X*.*:.>i.>.^r' :i%mi $!».'» «'S»'viI'. u'H>i>iVJ«<Bt»A
v/^-i
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9(f )x,y,z;'R,7,7 ix,l/2«-y,zi x,y+ 1/2,1, Vftctore between
•Quivalcnt atosft occupying twofold positions will give
ris« to peaks «t (2x,l/2) wliereas those between equiva*




The projection is shown in Figure 1. Only one*
fourth the plane is shown since the other quarters are
related to the first by two mutually perpendicular mirror
planes as can be seen fro» a consideration of the Patterson
function.
If the centrosymetrical group be correct and if one
considers the orientation of a model of the molecule with
respect to the syawietry plane, he should be able to predict
the positions of compatible peaks in the Patterson. If
the ring lay in the plane one would expect a strong.
Cl*Cl peak at X«0, Y«0.3 but such an orientation would
give no peak at X*0, y«0«5. If no atoms lay in the sy»*
metry plane the molecule would have to be oriented such
that the symmetry plane bisected the parallel legs of
the carbon ring. Again one would expect a strong Cl-Cl
peak along XaO but not at X«>0, Y-1/2. The last possl*
bility is that the diagonal of the carbon ring could lie
in the symmetry plane.
«fM Dvl9 illii aoq > tmoit t^l
lionet taH mkt !• rtoliM«bi««*3 * «c







If a scaled aolvcular »od«l is so orlentad and
allowed to pucker It can be seen that the last configura-
tion ktfould give rise to twro different Cl«Cl separations
parallel to the unique axis. The shorter cl»Cl vector
would cause a peak at x«0 sosMwhere between Y»l/4 and
Ysl/2. The longer vector would show up at X»0 and near
Y«l/2» duch maxima do appear in the projection so this
orientation of the nolecule is consistent thus far. The
peak at X«l/2, Y»0.19 if caused by a set of equivalent
fourfold atons would also mean a peak at X«0 y«0.31
(i.e. 2x«l/2, 2y«0.19 corresponds to 0,0.50-0,19 or 0,0.31)
if one considers the list above. Also, if the peak at
X«l/2, Y«l/2 included a vector due to the other set of
fourfold chlorines one would expect a peak at X^O, Y«l/2
which indeed is obtained. The chosen position of the
oMlecule thus fits in with the interpretation of the
Patterson and all peaks can be explained. The projection
is then consistent with the space group, p2]^/a).
It was possible to assign x and y parameters to the
chlorine atoms of the rnolecule »n4 by assuming normal
C-C bond lengths to assign parameters to the carbons
as well. These were:
X y n f My
Cx +0.125 1/4 Cl^ +0.235 +0.092 Cl^. +0.045 1/4
C2 +0.250 0.15t CI4 +0.255 +0.255 CI7 -0.075 1/4
C3 +0.375 1/4 Cls +0.4t5 1/4 Clg 0.5t5 1/4
01
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It might b« w«ll to describe the configuration of
the molecule as postulated. In the synaetry plane the
four chlorines form an isosceles trapezoid. The perpen*
dicular bisector of the bases of this quadrilateral lies
•liBost along the trace of the plane x«l/4 in the syiometry
plane. The four chlorine atons out of the plane also
fona a trapezoid the plane of which is ali&ost coincident
with xal/4. Figure 2 is a sketch of the molecule and
will serve to clarify the above. The puckering of the
ring can be seen.
Amplitude Calculations.
For the space group P2x/ra it can be 6hown that the
contribution to the reflection amplitude ff^^Ji from two
like atoms occupying twofold positions is
A « 2fa cos 2ir(hx ¥ Jtz) cos irk for k even
m .afa sin 2tr(h)c 4 j^z) sin irk for k oddT
where fa is the atomic scattering power of the atom. The
contribution from four like atoms occupying fourfold
positions is
A » 4f a cos 2 ir(hx Xz) cos 2 ir ky for k even
end A • •4fa sin 2TT(hx ^^^z) sin 2 tr ky for k odd.
From these relations the following relations can be deduced:
FhkX - ''hkJi ^^^ ^ •^•'^
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Using the trial paraourtert obtalnad from the inter-
pretation of the Patterson, the phases for (hicO) data
were calculated in order to oiake the Fourier projection,
, 2)(x,y), on (001). It can be shown that
OO
K /^(x.y) - ^ j^^ j^^ FhkO «^« 2Trhx cos 2 tt ky
aO
a




(neglecting constant additive tezas).
The projection is shown in figure 3. The positions
of Baxiaa were not too well resolved, but sufficiently so
to confirm the postulated aodel. Chlorine peaks super-
impose to sons extent but are clear enough to obtain pa-
raaeters. Carbon peaks are lost in those of the chlorines
so carbon positions must be assigned from consideration
of known C-C and C-Cl bond lengths. Atomic coordinates
now became
t
H y « y X y
Ci 0.100 1/4 Clj 0.238 0.09S Cl<. +0.033 1/4
C2 +0.234 O.IS^ CI4 +0.245 +0.020 CI7 -0.080 1/4
C3 +0.383 1/4
€1^+0.470 1/4 Cig +0.568 1/4
tl
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Fourier Projection /^tx.y)




At this stage, x and y coordinates were fairly well
determined « The next problea was to detemine positions
•long a. In effect there Bt% two strings of molecules,
one centered at x«l/4,y«l/4 and the other at xwV4,y«3/4
l>ut the orientation along z of the one string with re*
•pect to the other was not yet fixed. Then too there is
the question as to the orientation of the trapezoid of
the chlorines in the sysnetry plane. The projection does
not reveal whether the long or short base is nost ad*
vanced along z.
In an attempt to resolve these aaihiguities, reflec-
tion aaplitudes F(ooJ() w«z^« calculated for notion of the
olecule along z with a chosen orientation of the trapez-
oid. Since no agreeieent of the calculated aaplitudes
with those observed was obtained, the obvious step would
have been to reverse the molecule and again coiapare
•aplitudes.
Patterson Sections F(0,Y,0) and P(X,l/2,2).
A better idea presented itself however. If one
calculates the Patterson section p(x,l/2,Z) ho obtains
peaks resulting fron vectors whose Y separation is 1/2.
For atoflis related to each other by the screw axis, peaks
should appear in the section at 2x,l/2,2z. since x
pardMoters are known, one would then be able to deteraine
Ci
•1 9tmiA mml -f ^ :i ^w i.-*-.
«««Iu9«Xoc %o •tHiii^* •* •»• •^•••^ l»«tH nl •! fAoXft
^V»Yi^\^*'^ *^ -raifto 9tif bfis ^\X«tY,»»\X»Ji ^ft b«*tli»» ••O
Bi •%9Af o«^ tttnT .b«xlt t»Y *•« •^ 19^9 m^S o* ^3#<|i
••olb lMl>9«tMq •ftt ••A«Xq Y^lMittV« a^U ai imilT-Qias oa^
•^•XlM ,t*itlu»i<ta« •••111 •vX©«n •# t^p#ll« «• «I
•ili lo ito stoic Tc^ btttfilK;9X63 •^«w (XOO)^ •tewtlXqas »•!#
-s«q«H •^i le aailAlo9i:co osaoos • i*#i«» » v»ioui •Xif»«X«a
••teiliXcyM iMlftXtfdXsd Mil %o lfi«M*«e« M •9ni2 .bi«
feXMV q*l« •«olv^0 •«*! ,b*nX*ld© •«« twimMto •toiil iltlw
.••te/llXq^
.(i^sM.x)^, fefl« (o,Y,o)q •fi«ii9«« »#«*it«^
•nlsl^ Ml (X,$:\X,X)<1 Mlla** iiotT:»lla^ •ill ••l»Xi>3Xftd
.KV •! iicll^i»q^« Y •»«** afcl^^v aoi) fnlliuft«t til«#i|
•jU»q .•Xx« ••Id* Mil Trt iMlia !»»• •! b^lA^** •»»« lol
X •Miia .tt.fiNa.xS. !• «*il5^« •«i$ Hi ^••q^lft fcXMMto
MUnsl*b •# •i4« •a IIMU bXiiow •no ,M»Mi n* aT«:f««^»^
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z coordinates from peaks that arc sulficlently resolved,
Thara will of Cduraa b% peaks indlC8tin9 vectors oetween
non^equivalent atoms lying in the synmetry planes.
The sections were made using relative |F^|^£t values
divided by an arbitrary t«ap#irftture factor
•
*
V "^7 to sharpen \sp the peaks and to inprove reso-
lution, rt the saaie tiae it was decided to coiapute the
Patterson line section P(0,Y,0) vri^ich will give peaks
corresponding to vectors which are parallel to the unique
axis. For the molecule under discussion accurate separa*
tions of fourfold chlorine atoiss should be observed as
indeed they were.
The line section say be expressed as:
o
*^
KO.Y.O) - [FoooI 2 Bq 4 Z:^ B,, C0« 2 TTkY
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Figure 4 shows P(0,Y,0) for C4CI3. It was only necessary
to evaluate the function froa Y«>0 to Y«l/2 since the
latter point is a center of sywsetry.
The peak at Y^O arises froa null vectors for each of
the atoas in the unit cell. The peak at Y»0.325 aust be
•0««rx •vnfcwr«» \«^; 9
.'It
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du* to th« shorter fourfold CX-CI spacin9 in the 2noX*cul«.
Thus if
1/2 - 2y « 0.325
then y « 0«083.
thm p««lc at Y>l/2 is associated with overlappin9 peaks
resulting from the longer fourfold ^1-Ci spacing* If the
single peak is resolved into the proper coisponent peaks
as shown by the dotted curves in the figure then
1/2 - 2y » 0.466
And y « 0.017.
The small hiaap at Y » 0.207 may be a spurious p«ak resulting
from the ''sharpening up*" process or m»y actually correspond
to the expected fourfold carbon separation of 2.2 a. If
1/2 - 2y - 0.206
then y » 0.147
At any rate, good y paraaeters may now be assigned to the
fourfold chlorines atoms.
Returning to the section p(x»l/2»2) it can be shown:
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wh«r« Boo - ^/2 2_ [fqi^q
Kac2
exa
BhO - i/2Kool^ * ill ^-i)*" khkol^
and Bhil - i/2 |FhO)(l^
^^
l-i) Kkjel^-
TIm section is shown in Fi9ur« 5, It is spparsnt
that psaks indicative of vectors of x » 2x « i/2, of
wfhich thert will b€ aany arising f root the fourfold atons,
all run together so cannot 1^ clearly resolved. However
by considering the x parasieters of the twofold chlorines
(i«e« those in the synnetry plane) it was possible to pick
the proper orientation of the trapezoid they form and to
obtain their proper z coordinates. It was established
that the short base of this trapezoid was sost advanced
in the -fz direction and the proper orientation is as
shown in Figure 2* Paraawter values available now are
listed. Saall changes in x paraiaeters have occurred as
a result of including all the data in the suaMStion.
dX
'loio'«l ^ SV - oo«
inM«^^ tl ^I .e •liJ^Jt^ fli mnert* ti ao113*« •til
^•VMMH .b»vlo««iJ Yi»*»i^ •<* ^»«w*»» <>« fAffioS HUT il»
••nlY»Iild blolow^ •AS ^^^ s-s«t«fflfi:s*q x •dt pnli«bl«ft©9 Y^
i9iq o* •X41t«oq •&m Si i^a.lq ^i^MiiiY^ •^^ ^^ ••o«^ •••^^
o^ but aio^ y*'*^ blox^qw^ •ili >o nolS^Stfiio fqon^ •lit
b«MMVb» ItM ••« blos^qsil 9US )e M^d tMiU ^aJ SMS
•«• won •idbil»V» «»Ui.*V -i; I •£ riMfl^ <*! «»•!*•







Cl >oao8 1/4 0.238
C2 40.250 0.147 0,230
^3 0.392 1/4 0.3t>2
Cii 0.245 0.088 -0.035
CI4 +0.23S 0.017 0.425
CI5 0.470 1/4 0.t55
Cit 0.033 1/4 0.488
CI7 -0.07S i/4 •0.017
cia 0.5oS V4 0.225
Fourier Projection ^(x.z).
In order to obtain better x ancS z coordinates the
phases of the hOX reflections were calculated and the
Fourier projection /7(x,z) on (010) evaluated. Here
K/(x,z) - FOOO Z- ^ (FhOjl* fmH) COS aiThx COS 2Tiz
' h«0 j^«i
^ PhOO ^°* 2Trhx
h«l
• i^ j^l ^^'^^^ * ^^^^ •*" ^'^^'^ ^'^ 2Trl2.
There was some superposition of peaks correspondin9
to twofold chlorines in this projection and carbon maxijna
were rather fuzzy. The fourfold chlorines were well defined.
Atomic coordinates were obtained, phases were redetermined.
Xi
s t K
fiSC.O* ^\I •01.04 i^
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.liir$ ^« KdirS flit (iOlfi - i^OdD Si f5l *
ffUteoqttntt tdtoq lo noXlito^ti|M MMt tt« MtdT
tmiJttm flodvtd taa iwll9ttoi4 Ali^ nX «• ^^ bXo)o«i •#
•boiUteo AA«ii titw ttnlnoXdo bXoHiiof tdT .yssi;) ii«dl«i tstw
«bMi«i«#«bM Mtw ttttdq «bMilttio mm t^ltaltaood alatM
u«nd th« Fouri«r function re-evaluated until no sign chenges
occurred. Figure t shows the projection of natter in
the unit cell along the unique axis. The overlap of the
twofold chlorines is evident. Atomic coordinates are now:
M y a
Cl 40.100 1/4 40.233
C2 40.238 40.147 40,262
C3 40.378 1/4 40.338
ch 40.244 40.088 .0.008
Ci4 40.238 40.017 40.423
CI5 40.4t»7 1/4 40.036
cit 40.012 1/4 40.458
Cl^ -0.092 1/4 -0.003
Clg 40.572 V4 40.255
It inay be well to note that coordinates given by
the projections /^(x,y) and /'(x.z) cannot be considered
as final. The X-ray photographs of the crystals show
several reflections of considerable aoplitude at high
values of (sin 0)/a indicating that the Fourier series
will be slow in converging. To obtain the beat set of
positions all the data mist be used and even then there
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Fouri«r Sections ^(x,I/4,2) and ^'^i/4,y,i).
It is particularly fortunate that half of the atoiM
of the aolecule lie in the syametry plane y « 1/4 and
even moreso that the other half lie almost exactly in
the plane x « 1/4, Thus by taking sections through the
unit cell at y at 1/4 and at x « 1/4 good parameter values
should be obtained* This is particularly true since all
reflections iX9 used in the syntheses.
The Fourier section ^(x,l/4,z} may be evaluated as:
Mx.l/4,a)«4 21 2. A^cos 2rhx cos 2f|2
' h«l j^.l
-4 21 "^ A^^ sin 2Trhx sin 2ir!z
li«l ^-1
4 Z A^^^ cos 2rjiz + 4 Z. A^^-^^ cos 2Trhx
k»l h«l




-4 21 2 B sin 2Trhx cos 2^£t
h«l X«l
2L B^^^ sin 2Trhx ^4 y B^^^^ sin 2-n'|2 ,
h«l ,1a




ftl YX^dtx* S9QmiM •!! ^l«il iwl>o ©ill fUf tMWifm tfv
••UISV Y^^MMVft^ b0O^ l^\I « X i« AAA ^u » t ^* ^^^^ J-'^^
II« •DiUi •*«* Yi'^iw^J^^^^ ••^ •^^^ .bmnUUo •d ^Xvoito
iItS nit xrtlTi alt A ^ -S ^
X-j^ Imti
jcr. .rfi 909 ""a 3 "^ sivfi t#8 ^"a ^ ^
llirS Hit xilTrS t»» *« ^ S ^
If ** *^
il"n-fi tod ja<T£ nit • 5 -^ ^
<•« **
.
slTTS mt "^^1 ? M xrtirk nit "^1 3 ^
i>ii X"«<








- 1/2 Fhoo £ FhkO (-1)*^^ .
k»2n
n^l






Th« ttction in th« pl«n« x » 1/4 nay b% •valuat^d


























q *-'h*P * m^^ ^^
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^ „Z, ^2 (fhfiLlJSM) co%Th * i/2 FOOj^l COS 2 TTlz
[n^i
"^




k«2n <^i h«2n+i ^^ ^'^'^ T
n ^0 n ^0
oti
^5- , (£MilElSi)»lnTrh Icoi 2 ^ky sin 2'n'izh«5n+i 2 ' Y^ \
<»^ o*
h-2n*l ^^^ T «ln 2irky cos 2 r£z.
The two Fourier functions were evaluated and appro*
priste paraaeters o&talned. Phases were recalculated and
the final sections are shown in figures 7 and 8. Contours
coMNince at 25 and are drawn at intervals of 25 units of
arbitrary relative electron density. It is readily seen
that the car£>on positions as given by the weak carbon
peaks will not be very accurate. The contours for all
•toat were redrawn on large coordinate paper and final
atomic coordinates obtained in this study are:
ijlT S •«• [jtOC
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COMPAHISUI4 ^ CALCULATED AH) OftSEHVH) AMPLITU^l.^
In order to coapar« calculated hnA observed tpplltudes
at a check on the validity of paraawtert obtained, the
effects of thenaal notion of the atoms must be considered.
Ifhile not coaipletely satisfactory an isotropic temperature
factor of the form ^^-B ( sin 9 ^^ (where E must be deter-
mined) may be used to multiply the amplitudes calculated
on the assumption the atoms are at rest in order that a
cw^parison may be made. This is the usual practice in
X*ray work. In addition to temperature factor deter*
mination it must be remembered that observed amplitudes
are on a relative basis. Thus a factor must be deter-
mined which will correct them to an absolute scale.
Mathematically thent
This may be rewritten in logarithmic form as
in
[ Fcalc.l « In K B ( sin 0^
2
pobs.l
which is of the form yvmx^b, an equation of a straight
line w^ere b«lnK and m»&. The method of least squares
was used to determine best values of the slope and inter-
cept of the straight line. It was found that
K « 2.87
B a. 2.97 %}
• #mU % '.i ^••1 te c^fe Miels «ilt «£» «iti Ao
••i«l0b #d tfitm Tolsft) ft 9VJHT ,3l9Ed ffvlt&XarE b no vra
«
ttisypc #*ft»l to b»d^«« •dj .9»m INI* XRla^l friMii^
24
wh^n th« 592 foxas were us«d in th« calculation.






















i.ii^o - 6.2 6.6
1.12.0 0.2




210 + 2.2 2.3
220 -68.2 57.5











300 . 9.5 11.5
310 21.6 25,0








3.10 iO - 0.7
3.11 .0 + 3.2 2.9
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570 0.4 950 - 7.8 8.0
»80 4. 1.4
dte - 0.7 001 - 7.9 10,0
5.10,0 1.5 Oil -22.9 22.4






600 -26.7 31.0 041 -35.0 35.6
610 - 7.0 6.0 051 - 6.8 5.2
620 - 0.3 4.6 061 -18.3 13.1
630 • 1.9 071 • O.o
640 • 4.7 6.3 081 -10.5 10.6
o50 - 4.2 4.0 091 - 9.8 8.3
660 4 5.1 4.6 0,10, i 4 6.4
670 4 1.7 O.ii, 1 4 0.7
680 • 6.1 7.2 0,12, 1 4 1.8
690 - 2.4 0,13, 1 - 3.0
6,10,0 • 1.5






700 • 4,9 2.9 la -19.5 21.2
710 • 0.3 131 -23.2 25.0
720 - 7.4 6.0 141 4 2.0 2.3
730 415.5 13.2 151 4 9.9 7.3
740 4 0.8 Ul -14.3 14.4
750 • 2.0 171 411.9 11.2
760 • 2.8 4.6 181 - 3.6
770 4 4.2 191 417.8 16.1
780 - 0.1 1.10,»i - 2.5 2.9
TfO - 2.9 l.llt1 4 2.4
1.12.1 4 2.1
800 4 9.4 7.2 1.13,,1 4 1.4
810 0.4
820 4 9.4 9.5 ;;oi
,11
423.0 32.8
830 4 5.0 5.5 - 2.5
840 • 3.0 4.0 ':2i 4 2.6 2.9
880 4 0.4 ]>i 426.6 26.2
860 4 1.4 141 4 3.8 6,9







900 4 9.9 10.9 :8i 4 5.5 4.6
910 •10.8 13.8 ':9i -19.3 16.6
920 • 0.7 3.4 ':,io .1 - 1.7
930 4 1.7 4.6 'Ml ,1 - 2.5
940 4 4.8 5.7 1.12 .1 4 0.9
«(

































































291 * 8.5 6.6
2.10.1 4 4.0
2.n.i 1.5
2.12.1 • 8.7 4.6
2.13.1 4 1.9
2.3










1^81 4 7.9 8.3







321 4 5.5 4.9
331 4 0.5
341 4 9.7 9.8
351 4 6.7 6.9
361 4 6.5 3.0
371 -19.7 17.8
381 4 6.6 5.7
391 - 6.1 6.6
3.10.1 . 2.0













381 - 9.4 5.7
391 4 4.6
1.10. 1 5.4












451 4 6.3 8.9





4.11, 1 - u.O 5.2
4.12,»1 - 3.9
m 4 1.5- 5.4 5.7
421 -10.8 11.5





481 - 5.0 4.0
491 - 1.9
4.10 ,1 4 2.3
i.u • 1 4 0.1












•K31 • 8.3 9.5
Ml . 1.5
521 - 6.8 4.6
531 -11.5 12.3
541 • t.O 6.t
551 * 4.4 5.2





















til 4 5.4 5.2
621 416.5 22.6
631 - 3.2 5.5
641 - 4.0 6.3
651 4 4.7 4.6
661 419.8 19.2
671 4 2.1
681 - 6.4 7.2
691 4 7.7 7.5
fe.10,1 4 4.5 4.0
|0i 4 0.1
111 4 7.3 7.7|21 4 6.6 5.5














741 4 4.4 4.3
751 - 0.8








741 - 6.4 8.6
?51 - 4.3 5.7
761 4 9.5 9.8
771 412.6 9.8
781 - 6.6 7.8




321 4 1.6 4.6
831 4 0.5 3.4
84X - 8.6 8.6
851 - 1.6





31 - 5.2 5.2
41 - 8.8 t.9
I'M 4 3.6 3.4





















«:. 4 - i«o
2B
lABLt I (Continued)
hki Calc. c>bs. hk^ Calc. Obs.
161 - 7,7 5.2 192 411.7 8,3
I?! - 0.5 1,10, 2 - 6.2
wl - 3.5 3.1 1.11, 2 - 7.8 6,3
1.12, 2 4 7.0 5,5
901 - 4.1 1.13, 2 - 2.9 3.4
911 - 2.3
921 - l.t- l02 412.5 lii.l
931 - 3.0 Il12 420.9 21.0








|01 0.5 142 412.0 12.1
iii - 1.2 .52
;;62
421.0 13.1
921 - 0.3 -25.7 21.0
531 + 5.1 4.0 172 -10.1 7.5
941 - 3.9 5.4 L32 4 9.0
951 • 3.0 l92 - 0.2
961 - 0.6 J.fiO. 2 -11.5 10.6
^
..11.,2 4 1.1
15.0.,1 2.2 : ..12.»2 4 6.1
;5.i.,1 1.5 :M3.»2 4 9.1 7.5
10.2, 1 1.0
4
4202 -14. fe 13.5
002 32.6 38.4 212 4 5.4 4.9
012 0.1 :222 -19.5 21.8
022 18.1 21.2 :232 -14.3 15.5
032 9.4 10.1 242 4 5.5 4.0
042 4 4.0 5.2 :252 - 1.0
052 4 4.7 2.9 2^2 4 4,9 4.9
0e2 -11.6 11.8 272 -10.2 3.4
072 4 8.0 5.2 282 4 3.0
082 4 2.3 292 - 1.1
092 4 4.2 3.4 2,10, 2 - 9.4 7.8
0.10.,2 4 7.5 7.2 :2.11.,2 - 6.9 4.fc
0.11,a 4 5.4 5.7 2.12,,2 - 2.t>
0.12,a 4 5.4 ^•3






102 44t.0 46.5 ,222 -24,9 28.4
112 4 8.1 9.3 232 4l2.t 11.3
122 - 8.2 9.2 242 - 1.3
132 -32.2 31.3 252 -18.4 12.9
142 432.7 31.0 ^262 4 t>.2 5.2
152 4 0.4 572 4 3.9 2.3
lo2 - 9.5 7.2 282 - 0.2
172 - 4.1 292 -12.9 9.5










































































































342 4 0.9 3.1
i52 - 7.3 9.3




i.io.a 4 3.3 8.3
4.11.
4.12.
>2 4 7.0 5.7
.2 4 3.2 3.7
502 4 6.0
512 - 3.9 4.9
522 415.6 16.9
532 - 7.7 8.6
542 4 1.3
552 - 4.9




^10,.2 4 5.0 5.2
502 - 3.8 2.3
5l2 417.6 18.4
|22 - 7.6 8.6
332 4 3.9 3.7
542 - 3.9
552 418.3 20.1
St2 - 6.8 8.9






602 4 1.3 6.0
612 . 2.3
622 -11.6 12.6
632 - 4.0 2.9
042 4 9.2 5.7
ti>»L.;:
.•tfO t ^










































hki Cale. Obs* hki Calc. Obe.





852 4 8.0 8.6
162 . 0.5












15.3.• 2 - 5.8
003 +25.4 31.6
013 +11.9 13.2
023 • 5.4 4.6
033 -10.9 9.5







0.11..3 - 8.1 7.8
0,12..3 + 5.8 7.5
103 -18.0 18.4
113 -19.7 18.7
123 - 5.3 5.2





652 - 4.8 5.2
662 - 0.3
672 - 2.0




^22 - 8.9 9.2
632 - 2.0 4.3
542 - 7.5 6.6
jfe52 0.7
662 6.6 5.2
672 - 4.9 4.0
682 - 4.2
692 - 2.2
6,10.2 - 4.1 4.9
6,11.2 - 2.3
702 •13.2 14.3
712 - 3.2 4.6
722 - 1.2
732 + 9.1 7.8










762 + 5.1 5.7






802 + 8.2 8.3
812 - 1.9
822 - 3.5 4.6
832 + 5.9 6.6





































































































































403 t 8.0 4.6
413 ^ 3.8 13.2
423 t 8.4 7.8
433 - t.4 0.9
443 - 5.9 5.2
453 0.3
4o3 - 3.4






















.v - , i ^ >.v--











783 - 6.9 6.9
l93 -11,5 7.8












































































































































































































































224 - 4.3 4.9








304 - 8,8 13.8
fl4 11.8 11.2
224 m 0,8 6,6
^34 .lt.4 16.4
^44 15.2 14.6













364 - 5.2 6,0




304 15.4 19.8|l4 -20.7 18.4
324 8.5 6,9
l34 - 1.1 3,4
544 12.9 10.6



































































































































604 • 5.4 5.7





















714 • 4.1 4.6
724 9.1 6.3
734 m 9.0 8.0






|04 4.9|l4 4.9 5.4
24 7.3 8.0
34 • 6.2 6.3

















































































145 - 3.1 4.6
155 . o.e


















225 • 0.8 6.0
235 5.5
245 - 2.8


























315 • 8.6 6.0
"325
- 4.8





























































































































































































































































































































































































































It is stfsn that 9«n«ral a9rc«RMnt is very good. Any
































to th« us« of the isotropic tefap«r«tur« factor*
The non^cylindrical cross section of ths cryst&Is ussd
for photography increased the difficulty of good cross*
calibration of intensities and awy account for soae errors.
For the cut crystals the character of the spots left
uch to be desired so some deviations are to be expected
for this reason. The paraiaeters used for calculation of
•plitudes were determined from observed data alone and
thus final positions include no corrections for Incomplete
series. At high values of (sin d)/>v very small changes in
coordinates have a relatively large effect on Fcalc. and
soae of the differences auiy be resolved by better parameter
values. The deteraination of an F calc. synthesis is
now in progress but will not be reported here.
A criterion of the quality of a structure determina*
tion has b99e\ suggested by snare^ ^ and Brooeihead %n4
Nichol^ ' wherein an "index of reliability" is determined
as




Applied to the data herein two values of the Index were
evaluated, when only reflections for which observed data
are available are considered, H « 0.17. If aatplitudeSy
the calculation of wliich indicatts they are too weak to
observe (l.e.'^^a), are omitted but all others are
J- t,^ .Oi i^ ..^.^t ... J
i. A
sl£b hav^sedc ti^Mm to^ anatt^ol^i Vino ft#4to .bttMiIav*
,a»Ma^i4|Mft 11 .ti^g » ii ,' ' -d-xs »ia»Xtsvs ««•
40
cooti<ft«r«cl, then H « 0.21. Th«s« values compare favor*
ably with those obtainod In other structure deteraiinations
lay ether inveetigators. More recently it hat been eug*
9ested that the index is not as good an indication of




DtSCUSSION OP THE STiiUCTlJB£
At has Dsen stated, there are two strings of mole-
cules, one in the plane y » I/A and the other in y « 3/4
so oriented with respect to each other as to satisfy
best packing relations. Distances of close approach in
the cell have been calculated and are shown in Figure 9.
To siflplify the discussion of the »olecular struc«
ture the atoms of the molecule have been labelled in
Figure 2. Figure 10 is a sketch showing distances and
angles between the atoms lying in the synaMtry plane.
A similar sketch for the atoms occupying fourfold posi*
tions is shown in Figure 11. Table 12 below lists
pertinent intramolecular distances and angles together
with average values of interest.
TAfiLE XI
(All Distances in Angstroms)
Cx - CI7 1.80 Cli - CI4 2.81
Ci - Clfc 1.67 CI5 - Cle 2.84
C3 - Cls 1.75 CX^ • CI7 2.82
C3 - CI5 1.82 Average 2.82
C2 - Cli 1.75
C2 - CI4 1.71
Average 1 • 75
CI7 - Clg 4.93






. i ' a. - •» »'
iMi •lit %
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CI5 - ci^ 3.36 CI4 • CI7 3 ,9t>
Cli • CI2 3.38 CI4 - Cl8 4 ,00
Avtrag« 3.37 Avtr«9€ 3.,98
Ci - C3 2.12 /Cli-C2-C4 108^ • 20
•
C2 - C4 2.?] L Cl^-Ci-Cl7 loe*^ • 20"
Average 2.16 /.ci^-Ga-cig lOo^
Ci . C2 1.59
Average 107<> - 3^«
C3 - C2 1.55 Z Cl^2-C3 8S®
Av«ra9« 1.57 ZC2*C2^*C4 880
CI4 • Ci^ 3.06
Avcrag* 86**.5
CI4 - CX5 3.10
Cl^ - 0X7 3.11
Clx - Clg 3.07
Av«rag« 3.08
The twofold chlorine atoaift fuznn an isosceles
trapezoid lying in the symietry plane and the chlorines
occupying fouxfold positions form a siailar trapezoid
essentially of the smm distensions which lies alaost in
the plane x * 1/4. The two trapezoids hi^ so oriented
as to give the idealised HK>lecule the synmetry *a. Fron

























th* carbon ring it can be satn that the chlorines have
aoved »o as to equalize cl - Cl interactions at the
expense of deformation of the carbon ring. It is felt
that the saiail amount of energy required for distortion
of the ring is more than regained by equalization of the
chlorine distances.
The optical behavior of the coispound is of interest
because the crystals show extinction parallel to the needle
axis which the study has shown not to be the unique axis.
In the aonoclinic case, the orientation of the indicatrix
•ust conform to the crystal symmetry and one axis thereof
must coincide with the b axis of the unit cell, Ordin«
arily this is the only restriction on indicatrix orienta*
tion except that its other two axis must obviously lie
in the ac plane taking any position in this plane but
of course remaining at right angles to each other. For
C4Clg the conclusion is that one of the two indicatrix
axis in the ac plane lies parallel to £• This might
bm expected since the strings of molecules also lie
parallel to c as does the fourfold alternating axis of
the idealized vtolecule. The remaining indicatrix axis
Must then lie normal to £• It is believed that this
optical behavior is good evidence in support of the con*
elusion that the molecular symmetry apf^roximates closely
to 9m.
c^
•lit fn 9i%olt9Bffnl 19 • 10 •mlLiip% ot M M ¥9V«i
nplfnQt^lb lol IbtxIvpM Yf«*<>* ^ Hitmm XXmm Mil ^^4^
•ib#*fl •i*^ o^ ItXXntq tfli9nMfitm "orfe aUlavTca 9ri:f s«&S9^
.•lx« Mi|iXa» oiU 94 e# fan imwU ^«4 y^mj^ts aoj mum axxs
xliUdXbnl •<ti fo Mlf9in9l%o oMl «ma9 di/rlXaouM o^ aX
U#«oi(t tXx* •no Iwft x^immf Ufn^ 9^ •# Motfi99 fwmi
•nibiO .XX*9 nmi Mli )• tXxs j^ viU d/lw •fela«Xo9 ttiNi
-felnahiD xlT^fiolbnl «o ttolfoltfrfz i(inP 9df 9i 91^ \ill9
All ^lauoAVOO Jtutt «jjui amj imuJo 9$i i9>ii$ $^9»9 AoH
^u4 oiuiX^ 9X41 ftX fwX^Xaoq fM tiiXiW MMXq 9ft m^ nl
KitS9^ibiiX ma 9dS te OHO tsiu 4i nc - ^i^O
f^im ftXriT •! ol X»XXftYftq ••XX tukiq m •«# ftX ft^xa
•IX OtXft 99Lu99L9m U B^^^if t^U t»AX» li«t»Mi^ *«*
)• tXxft fal^ftntfttXft bX«tai«1 Mli t«oJb #« i oi XeXXfti^q
titfg ylitaalbnl oninlftffrx •#fT .•l<-'**i«« b»»lift#kX ftdl
•«•• tiU lo iT^^^ft Hi •9tmblw bM« tX - ^
44
Tlie puckering of the carbon ring is considerable,
the dihedral angle being about 16 . Froa an examination
of the literature this appears to be the first direct
evidence of a non-planar cyelobutane ring* i^dgell^^^^
froa the infra•red and Hasan spectra study of
€4?^ con-*
eludes that the ring is planar with a molecular syimetry
D4)|. I'reliminary results of electron diffraction studies
of the saflM molecule by Livingston indicate that the ring
is puckered. Spectroscopic studies of C^Hg are interpret-
ed by ivilson^ ' to show the molecular symmetry is not
C^y but rather 04^* Dunitz* X*ray study of tetraphenyl
cyclobutane shows the ring carbons to lie in a single
plane, a symeetry center for the molecule being required
for the space group.
Individual C-Cl distances are erratic because of
poor carbon peaks in the Fourier sections. However they
average out to 1.75 K. which is very close to the distance
of 1.7& A. observed by i-'auling and arockway^^^' in elec*
tion diffraction studies of CXI4. In liquid carbon
tetrachloride Bray and Gingrich^ ^^ have observed the
o
corresponding value as 1.74 A. For chlorines bonded to
the •••• carbon atom an average separation of 2.82 a.
is found in C^Cl^. A value of 2.86 X. is reported by
(7)
Pauling and Brockway as well as by Cosslett and de Lasrlo^ '
in independent investigations of gaseous CCI4.
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(11) <»
Eit^nsteln found th* separation to be 2.9& A. at
27**C from X-ray studies for the liquid. The Cl-C-Cl
angles observed in
€401^ were all slightly lets than
tetrahedral
•
Carix>n*Carbon bond lengths are not too accurate but
the average value is indicative of a departure from the
"normal* value of 1.&4 a. The following ta£;»le summarizes
C-C spacings in coinpounds containing cyclobutane rings.
In every case the values are greater than the noraal
value,





Bauer «, Beach^^^ Methylene 1.5c jt^'Oa
(17) cyclobutane ~
Shand» Schomaker* 4b. Fischer litethylene 1.55 j^0.02
... cyclobutane
"









Preliainary X*ray analysis of dinaphthylene cyclobutane
(9)by Dunitz and weissman indicate that C-C distances in
the central ring may be longer tiian 1.54 a. also. T'ley
report taat tae molecule has a center of symmetry wnicn
means the ring must be planar.
The average C-C-C angle of 8C?5 is of course only
indicative of the puckering of the ring and cannot be
taken as a final value since more accurate carbon positions
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FOH FUaTittll STUDY
In any ref ineiiwnt procftdur« on« Aty •npioy, th«
•toaic coordinates of the chlorin* atoma will chang*
littlt if at all. Thcr« doat ra»ain tha probleia of
tiling down tha positions of the carbon atoms, Thare
are nathods that OMy b« usad to inprove the structure
datarisination.
It has bean Mentioned previously that many ralatively
intense reflections were observed at hi^h values of
(sin 0)/^ • This indicates that probably there are
nuaerous aaiplitudes of considerable magnitude oeyond the
laaxinua angle observable with Cu K<< radiation but which
still would contribute substantially to the Fourier
aumnation. The incoinplete series gives rise to a rippling
effect which results in a displaceisent of maxiou, par*
ticularly those of carbon atoss» from their true po&i*
tions. It is desirable to obtain additional terms in
the series to smooth out these ripples, i^hotographs
taken with M^ Koc radiation should serve to pic)p up re-
flections further out in the reciprocal lattice. Incor-
poration of those additional amplitudes in the Fourier
series should then lead to more accurate positions for
caroon atoms.
There is a less desirable procedure that may be
4e
•»JO( »-,
.ftisf^ 99tPt «rz«iii ,j> -.r «li^i:X
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mfollowed but which is considered adequate by many in
the field. The paraawter values given by the Fourier
synthesis of observed amplitudes are used to calculate
structure anplltudes for the observed ran9e of (sin 0)/^ ,
These calculated anplitudes 9.t% put through a Fourier
synthesis which, since this series also is somev^at
incoo^letet will not reproduce exactly the peak posi-
tions used to obtain the calculated Fourier coefficients.
The resulting small shift in position of each peak is
applied with reversed sign as a correction to the corre*
sponding atosdc positions as given by the experi«ental
Fourier synthesis.
Since carbon aiaxiaa rnvf be displaced and ill*defined
in the presence of the high chlorine peaks, it would be
desirable if the Fourier syntheses could be calculated
in such a way that the contributions of the chlorines to
the series would not be included. Such a procedure was
partially successful in the structure determination of
(JP^ in the sense that when uraniun peaks were subtracted
out, rather well defined peaks for the light fluorine
atoms remained. The method of attack was first to deter-
dne a scattering factor curve for uranium. Then struc*
ture factors were calculated for the U atoms alone and
subtracted from the observed values. This left a residue




Fouri«r calculations with the residue gsve light «to«
peaks and enabled the Investigators to obtain approxi*
•ate atoaic coordinates. This same procedure could
probably be carried out for C4CI3 but the determination
of the experinental form factor for chlorine is at best
a rather vmcertain procedure.
9^
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PART II
FUHThfcR STUDY OF THE STKUCTUKfe OF C3FJL2
Vl
2|SgD ^ U'UTDl/^Ta iMT \m\
l«*^BODUCTIv>N
Th« first structure work on the dia«r of hexa*
fluoroi>ut«diene» CgFx2» *«• **<>"* ^Y C^*^* ^« *• Bro9«^ '
in this Laboratory, Th« trial model employed was based
on a "chair" configuration of the three cyclobutane
rings fused at 120 angles to one another • Reasons
for the choice of such a model are reviewed in his work.
He found the unit cell to be triclinic and to simplify
the problem based his analysis on a f ace*centered tri*
o








containing one molecule per lattice point. Since no
positive pyroelectric effect was observed the molecule
was believed to have a center of sywsetry. Using zero*
layer a* - axis data with the centrosymnetrlc model he
determined a set of atomic parameters which, however,
led to erratic C-C and C*F bond lengths and to poor
agreement between calculated and observed amplitudes.
It was clear that the structure problem required further
study,
bince for triclinic lattices the choice of a
•muBik to «t«ib *'
Hi),
YllXqMit 0# iMft : >t lX*d li
«^^|J h«'irtt<f t'^^.'toA ^
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structural unit It not indicated oy sy.iimdtry, buergdr
hat recorsiMndad that such latticas bm raported in terms
of what he callt tha "reduced primitive cell." This
it a unit tha ed^es of which have the three shortest
transiations in the lattice and the axes of which are
labelled such that a^ < a2 < ta* An additional require*
«ent it that the interaxial anglet f>^^/ijBnd /are all
oi^tuse. It wat thought that if all reflections that
ight be observed were indexed on the batit of this unit
the prohlew night be clarified and some progress slight
be made toward the final solution.
Figure 12 shows the face centered unit used by
ft>09e together with the primitive reduced cell employed
in the present study. It it teen that aj^ « fiD • 33
• Db * and a3 » AB« The trantformation from the compound
to the primitive unit is:
ax • -a2* ^ ti'
2
•2 * -•'1 - •'2
•3 - •••3 *'2
tupf^ntfi .ryit-wiwv ?^l ton ai tltiu 1*
b»>M>»i * •lis tilBo «»it icn>tf lo
^msM A^Xtm to ««x4 soj oa* »;:
*4.« -"^-N b«»v^v^ »*H' UrrfsL-C' dl fit .t
SCO ^
yd l»«t; firm b9T%Sn%9 »wrl «rtl twoHs SI ^








Th* pr*s«nt ¥iK>rk was based on the centrosynmetric
aod«l. Although practicaily complete data for the
primitive cell were obtained, no new atomic coordinates
have &een assigned and the structure still awaits solu*
tion. It is to be understood that the work reported
herein was done prior to the investigation of the struc-
ture of octochlorocyclobutane. In view of the fact that
the carbon ring is puckered in 04013. it nay be that the
rings in C3FX2 ^^^ '^^^'^ planar. If this be true a new
trial aodel having no center of symnetry must be con-
sidered .
x«
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•lu jftoj ma YAfl li •8^*^^-' "^ *Mni«al»uq «1 p«li iio*i»3 •HI
wn • •v«l •d eJtiil \l .iftfislq ion AUft i^l^^ "^ •ffnXi
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Sin9l« crystal t of the coiBpound were growm under
vacuuR by subliauitlon in thin«>walled glass capillaries.
The procedure is described i^y Broge and is a standard
procedure in this Laboratory for crystals having high
vapor pressures. In this study the capillaries were
about 1 • in diaiseter and wall thickness averaged
0,01 nn. as measured under a microscope fitted with a
micrometer eyepiece.
The crystals were mounted on the goniometer head
such that the face of growth in the capillary was
perpendicular to the rotation axis. Oscillation photo*
graphs were used to locate rational directions and to
align the crystals for ileissenberg photography. Since
the various repeat distances for rational directions
could be calculated from Broge 's work it was a simple
matter to identify these directions on the photographs.
Four crystals were photographed and the rational direc*
tions found may be described as follows:
o
Crystal numbey repeat distance (A.) Description
1 ^«3 92 of reduced unit
2 c.O ax of reduced unit
3 t.3 a2 of reduced unit
4 7.4 '2* ®^ centered cell
52
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Crystal ^1 was crack«d and gava aaparatlon of spots;
it was discarded aftar ff3 was obtained.
Coaiplete zero and higher layer equi-inclination
Weissenberg photographs of all saaples were taken with
Cu K.OC radiation using the triple-filn technique. The
filns were given exposure times of thirty minutes ami
four hoiirs for each layer in order to be able to read
spots over a wide range of intensity. ^ero»layer KaCl
reflections were superiaposed on separate zero*layer
photographs of C3FX2 ^^^ good lattice constant seasure-
•ent.
Indexing the deflections.
The proble« was simplified in that the reciprocal
lattice of the primitive cell was known. In that lattice
it was thus possible to calculate distances and angles
which served to identify unequivocally the reflections
on the films, reflections from crystals 1* 2, and 3
were easily indexed. For crystal w4 it was necessary
to choose an appropriate reciprocal lattice and the corre<
spending direct cell for use in indexing reflections and
then transform indices so that they would refer to the
reduced unit. The cell chosen wast
a^" • W.03 %. ^'^ « 570
aj" • 7.39 /3*' - 74<>
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Th« transformation to th« primitive cell it:
*1 "* *l"
Determination of the Lattice constants.
Usin9 tne cell constants determineci by droge for
the centered unit the reciprocal lattice for the reduced
cell has
ai* - 0.1891 A"*^ ^« « 70.8**
a2* 0,1742 0* 66.
3**
83* » 0.1525 /* » 68.0^
However measurements on zero-layer M^issenber9 photographs
taken in the present study lead to
«i« « 0.1890 ± 0.0002 ^.'^ ^* • 69.3®
a2* • 0.1772 ± 0.0002 a* « 66. 3**
a3« • 0.1545 + 0.0002
The spacing of a2 was measured from an oscillation photo-
graph upon which NaCl reflections had been superimposed
and was found to be t«29 A. Using this value with
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iif«t determined to be c7,4 . Direct cell conetants are
then
•1 « C.02 A ^» 103. D°
42 - «».» P" 107.9*^
«3 » 7.27 /- i0t.4<^
for the primitive reduced unit. These values lead to
e unit cell voluac of 235.2 % ^nd en X-rey density of
2.29 gm./cc. Broge lists 240.7 A and 2.23 9fi)./cc. as
a result of his study. It is to ioe noted that he had
to employ the method of angular lag to determine angles
in reciprocal space.
Intensity Measurement.
The relative intensities were determined by visual
comparison of the reflections with the intensity scale
descriioed in Part I. Values of (sin Q)/>^ were computed
graphically rather than from film measurements. The
l^rentz and polarization and the Tunell factor where
applicaole were applied to the intensities to obtain
relative F^ values. 9y careful cross*calibration all
data were reduced to the four hour zero layer a^ axis
photograph. Ixcellent checks were obtained for reflec*
tions common to twK) or siore films. The relative F^ values
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010 0.089 950 111
020 0.173 800 121
030 0.255 otO 131
040 0.355 24 141
050 0.443 176 151
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03l 0.254 15 043 0.435 37
04^ 0,332 Ll3 053 0.5c5
052 0.414 14.7 063 0.fc45
oa 0.495 39
07^ 0.584 22 013 0.214 370
023 0.235 8
102 0.208 430 033 0.282 19
112 0.259 1000 043 0.347 340
122 0.331 t> 053 0.421 96
132 0.402 2 Ot3 0.498 40
142 0.43c 47 073 0.580
152 0.571
103 0.379 22
lOl 0.149 330 113 0.321 25
^^1
122
0.162 7.5 123 0.389 10
0.214 5 133 0.4C1 52
132 0.235 600 143 0.533 75
lAl 0.370 270 153 0.545
15^ 0.454
itl 0.53d • 103 0.214 108




0.175 190 133 0,305 3o0
0.240 57 143 0.370 370
'32 0.318 19 153 0.454 26
'42 0.39fe 85 i^ 0.538 •
162
0.430 218 173 0.590 •
0.565 37
113 0.240 210
;;^^ 0.188 510 123 0.305 70
'ii'^ 0.203 900 133 0.370 50
:.32 0.252 2200 143 0.447 80
'.42 0.324 2.9 153 0.532 13
0.39O 17 163 0.610 15
0.473 112
Til 0.519 U.4 111 0.253 960
12^ 0.2c0 1100
003 0.230 590 13^ 0.292 130
013 0.275 7t.0 I4i 0.344 180
023 0.338 72 1^5 0.409 285



















































hki? sin « e^hl^f hkj^ sin 9 ^hk/
I73 0.558 2.5 I-»3 0.383 120154 0.435 640
004 0.307 25 l64 0.499 16
014 0.350 24 I7? 0.571
024 0.405 620
034 0.472 005 0,334 5.4
044 0.540 015 0.423
054 0.622 025 0.477
035 0.533 6.4
OlZ 0.287 ClO 045 0.607
027 0.296 48
034 0.327 800 OlS 0.3o3 86
044 0.377 430 025 0.361
osaf 0.441 43 033 0.381 67
oti 0.513 175 045 0.420 110
\ 074 0.587 055 0.473 c
065 0.535
104 0.357 8 075 0.604 14.5
114 0.402 15
124 0.401 7 105 0.428 139
134 0.532 115 0.474 24
144 0.59O 5 125 0.499 5
135 0.59Q 10
164 0.235 240
11-1 0.279 24 105 0.357 2300
12? 0.298 900 U5 0,344 2.2
134 0.337 415 125 0.331 200
xaJ 0.396 18 135 0.332 370
li? 0,4tl 88 145 0.428 4.1.
16? 0.533 • 155 0,486
17? 0.616 • 165 0.558
175 0.629 •
114 0.318 3
124 0.369 21 115 0.389 3.5
134 0.434 63 l25 0.441 33
144 0.50O l35 0.499 6
154 0.584 l45 0.571 19
155 0.C36 6.4
n? 0.331 73
12? 0.324 1200 PI 0,402 185
13? 0.344 10 l25 0.389 8
.XM


























Sin 9 (Fhk/ hki s^n 9
A ^hwl
0.402 300 T66 0.571
0.428 3.1 176 0.t23
0.474 20
0.520 3 007 0.539 14
0.590 017 0.570 11
027 0.623
0.462 110
0.500 3 017 0.514
0.549 027 0.504 6
O.oOd 30 037 0.510
047 0.530
0.433 7.3 057 0.563
0.432 2i;0 0fc7 0.608 10.8
0.443 130
0.472 7.5 107 0.584 4
0.516 193 117 0.623
0.569
0.630 107 0.513 10
117 0.493 40
0.506 5 127 0.487 115
0.552 137 0.499
0.603 8.5 147 0.526
157 0.571 5.3
0.434 14 lo7 0.623 •
0.415 270
0.422 40 Tl7 0.545 105
0.441 T27 0.590 6
0.474 80 l37 0.643 1.1
0.525 9
0.590 • Il7 0.558 12
127 0.538 110





O.t^O 3 l67 0.616
0.480 140 008 O.ol&
0.467 13.5
0.467 140 oii 0.591 4
0.48t IdO 02§ 0.573
































































































































































































hki? fhkif hlt^ tin 9 ^hkH
233 0.344 6 l53 0.506
24^ 0.422 2oO ^63 0.583 6.6
2bl. 0.506 35
2C^ 0.584 4» "513 0.318 6.5
1?23 0.311 9
512 0.201 470 ^31 0.331 420
^22 0.240 15 1a1 0.369 100
l32 0.305 170 !l53 0.421 500
!Ini2 0.333 125 5o3 0.487 oO
TA2 0.4tl 61 m 0.558 1.4
1^2 0.543 20 Idl 0.630 63
112 0.618
204 0.422
2X2 0.260 11 214 0.4b7 80
g2g 0.260 490 224 0.499
232 0.292 150 234 0.590 3.8
242 0.337 1.4
2&2 0.402 85 20± 0,292 145
2t2 0.474 214 0.298 400
272 0.551 2^ 0.324 5.3
282 0.630 5.5 23? 0.3o9 900
244 0.434 180
203 0.350 1500 254 0.506
213 0.402 16 264 0.577 26.6
223 0.461 80
233 0.532 5 llA 0.311 90
243 0.603 13 12A 0.357 1.4
!^34 0.415 10
203 0.235 200 144 0.486 70
2ll 0.246 74 1554 0.558 15
223 0.292 300 IxA 0.030 5
233 0.344 13
24*3 0.422 1.9 211 0.389 110
2b3 0.499 177 22^ 0.376 2.3
2t)3 0.577 2^ 0.389 190
24d 0.415 2.8|13
223
0.253 1100 2M 0.454 113
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sin hki^ hkJ( sin ^hjdl
0.3t3 34 78l 0.648 .
0.402 15
0.4tl 130 403 0.512 9.1
0.525 413 0.558
0.59^ 15 423 0.596 8.9
0.383 115 403 0.357 48
0.37t> 90 4l3 0.333 160
0.383 42| 0.428 123
0.403 190 433 0.486 19
0.454 10 443 0.551
0.512 70 453 0.623 •
0.577
713 0.357 185
0.4C1 86 723 0.3t»9 1«>0
O.SOfc 42 433 0.402 126
0.564 20 743 0.454
0.623 7 753 0.512 18
7t-3 0.577 18
0.350 34 473 0.647 •
0.382 7t
0.435 12 7i3 0.480 38
0.493 27 723 0.461 2.5
0.558 12.3 733 0.461 65
0.636 . 743 0.473 20
753 0.499 50
0.337 0.5 763 0.545
0.344 600 773 0.597 7.5
0.37t 260
0.422 400 404 0.571
0.480 80 414 O.fclt 5
0.545 4.5
0.592 467 0.383 115
417 0.402 305
0.428 26 4:;^ 0.441 14.5
0.408 170 4^ 0.487 86
0.415 3 447 0.551 18
0.434 22 457 0.L16 •
0.473
0.525 10.8 714 0.383 58





















































^txkjtl hkX Sin 9A Fhk/I
^34 0.441 283 416 0.479 135
744 0.493 63 72o 0.506
454 0.551 55 736 0.545 29
4fc4 0.596 8a 746 0.59c 7,3
5l4 0.533 12.5 726 0.&36 ^
:?2? 0.519 0,7 73t: 0.630 •
434 0.500 44l* 0.t23 2.1
444 0.519 2.3 75l 0.636
454 0.538
4t4 0.577 407 0.525 21
473 0.623 412 0.525
42? 0.533 8.3
405 0.636 3 437 0.57i 17
447 0.609 6
465 0.422 4.5
415 0.434 190 417 0.538 7.5
425 0.461 4 727 0.564 42
435 0.506 737 0.603 1.6
445 0,558 10









435 0.493 39 0.649 3.2
i45 0.545 2.5
455 0.598 • 718 0.591
^23 0.630 1.5
:ii5 0.597
3r:a 0.577 10 ACl9 0.592
735 0.564 11 ^4 0.649 2.3
745 0.571 35 429 0,63(; •




416 0.473 21 900 0.472 90
42o 0.499 109 ftlO 0.514 53.3
436 0.532 11,5 520 0.565
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Z27 0.t24 6.3 0.637 52.6
637 0.C46 - 74l 0.618 17
669 0,641 713 0.618 17
723 0.535
Sis 0.t>49 «. 733 0.585 14
743 0.585 3.2
750 0«b3o 24.8 753 0.604 12




711 0.604 724 0.591 4
721 0.593 5 734 0.604 10
731 0.591 7
741 O.c04 705 0.615 48.7
7w 0.022 14 75l 0.640 •
73T 0.630 715 C.fc04 10.6
725 0.610
ion 0.615 13.3 735 0.623
745 0.649
712 0.591
722 0.5S5 70^ 0.633 2.9
732 0.585
742 0.597 716 0.627 33.4
726 0.637 25.0
2
Thm factors by which relative F values of « given
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DETSflMlNAIlON oe PABAMETEHS
Th* atomic par(ui«t«r« listed by ftrog* for th« con*
pound c«ll were converted by graphical laeans to the
coordinates in the prii&itive unit aa foliowrs:
H Y z
Cl -0.139 0.044 -0.0b7
C2 -0.19« -0.024 -0.259
C3 -0.224 -0.206 -0.204
C4 -0,133 -0.170 0.000
'1 +0.220 -0.229 0.000
F2 -O.ilC fO.115 -0.454
F3 -0.437 0.030 -0.3o4
•'4 -0.083 -0.415 -0.354
fs -0.374 -0.479 -0.2t33
ft -0.244 -0.354 40.180
Figures 13 and 14 showr projections on (010) and (100)
of the reduced cell that would be obtained using the aoove.
The centre syjiunetric isodel is clearly outlined.
Anplitudes calculated from these positions however
failed to agree with observed values. This indicated
that the proposed structure was not close to the true
one and that the experimental data should be used system-












































Since the first data were oi^served for rotation
about ax the Patterson projection on (100) was computed.
It can be shown that
Si J&0kil^-lfOk«|^]»in 2 TTkY .in 2 rSil
(neglecting constant additive terms).
The projection is shown in Figure 15. Contours start at
and are dra«m at intervals of 50 in relative Patterson
^•asity. Aside froa the identity peak at the origin, a
single solid ridge is seen extending froia Y«0,2»0 to
Y*l,Z«-l/2 with peaks at intervals along the entire length,
This would lead one to believe that the long axis of the
Molecule lay parallel to the ridge. Further evidence
lies in the fact that the (pl2) reflection is indicative
of strong teaiperature diffuse scattering. The slgnifi-
(22)
cance of such reflections is discussed by Lonsdale.
Trial parameters assigned to the atoas on the basis of
such an orientation failed to give a satisfactory com-
parison of calculated and observed aaplitudes for ^tQQQ)
and F(okO)*
^T
tieifBf<n lot b«vT«ado 919m »ttb ^tTl> ^tif 9ynl^
t (iwoito 9d Sim9 il
.(tBT«t vvlfibbft truitnod eAitt^XfMi)
fiorx«l>s<l •vWtirx nJt Otf %o tXsvx^^nl n fiMYb •!• bA«
ol 0«£«0«Y aos^ ffAibfM^x* n»«« *l •«»!« biid« •i^fus
•Aj to sixM 8nol •4i ^^4^ tv»il«d ©1 •fU> b»*l Wu«w •^'^T
m9€mbiy i^rft-- .•^bl-s •ril ol X«XitTsq ysl •Iud«I«»
•vXlftdibAl ai nol:rD«Il»i (tlOj •lit ttrtt ^s«t •^i nl ••!!
•JtUa^la •ill . ^iai.i&JJfto* ••i^xxxs ••xsjjrftj.»«p»JF ffiMfttt !•
'^\«l*b«naJ Yd bMtudaib •! tooll»^lt«rx ii9u% %• •«n«3
%• •it»4 Mil «• MWl* t^ •! ^•m9U»* nstMBTZtq Xtl-:!












The function, apart from constant adiditivc terst,




^[IFj^OJ^I^ • \fJlQ^\ ^j sin 2 TT hX sin 2 nX z,
The projection on (010) of the priiaitive reduced cell
is showm in Figure Xo. Contours are drawn as before*
Several isolated peaks appear and may be grouped alon^
straight lines with striking regularity. Several orienta-
tions oased on features of this projection w€re tried
but failed to give satisfactory agreement of observed
and calculated amplitudes.
Peaks arising from vectors between equivalent atoms
will appear on P(X,Z} at x«2x,Z»2z. A scaled fRodel of
the unit cell was made so that trial structures could
be set up with cork balls to represent appropxiate atoms,
even with the isodel it was not possible to determine which
of the peaks appeared because of equivalent atoms. The
parameters obtained from Broge's analysis were used to
plot peaks at 2x,2z on an overlay of the Patterson pro-
jection. The coordinates were adjusted to agree with
the peaks on the projection and structure amplitudes
CT
1I»D b«3ul>t'x •vltlmliq ©rtt %o (010) no noi^9*to«q •rtT
bvlii •itw noJt#9»to'xq aXit^ to *d:3LuJA»t n- X^
«««byniqM b9$%iu9U9 bM
%o Iftbon b9ls9C A .sS«X.xS«X t» (S.X)<1 A# %••<»• Ui*
•••olft •^•lxq«Hn* ^A«<*^q*^ o^ tiXad Msoo <mw qu t«t •d
li^litw •nlOTi«^«b 9t •Xdlaaoq fan asm ft Lmbom •lif ASlm ft#vj
•rtT .^mt^fa ttfUvlu^ %e •«uft»«a CMiTA»4qft «M«q «oi >o
-os^ OMiaittq •*# to YsX««vo n« no s5,ii£ t« tilaoq #oXq




computed. Again there w«s no agreetncnt.
Since the (1S2I) reflection was so very strong it
was suspected that a large aiaount of scattering siaterial
was located in the corresponding plane. The Patterson
density from P(X,Z} was plotted on a properly drawn grid
of the (^21) plane, /^ny vectors i&etween atoms lying in
this plane would appear in their true length in the pre*
ceding plot. The scaled molecular model was placed in
several orientations such that nany of the fluorines
lay in the plane. No vectors could be recognized how-
ever.
Patterson projection, P(X',Z*)-
The projection on the aj^'" 83" face of the unit
cell of crystal #4 was calculated. This corresponds to
(Oil) of the reduced unit. It is shown in Figure 17.
Contours start at and are drawn at intervals of 20 in
arbitrary relative Patterson density. Here again there
is a long ridge extending from X»"0,Z'«0 to X*"1/2,Z««1
with poorly defined peaks all along the ridge. The plane
of projection was properly fitted into the primitive
reduced cell to see if three coordinates could be assigned
to any one vector peak. This procedure failed to clarify
th% situation however.
JT
-•iq •fit nl Ht9fl«l •t«^ il9tiS ni ^^•ms^m biurn •Aclq •IdS
••r. ^ •H# lo YO«i SBiiS ildva anollfttn^lTo iai^vM
-««ftif hMtfiDoawx ftd bluo9 notDtv oM ••flftiq •Af nX Y«i
#liw lit lo •D»i "e* ••!• •'^ «• iwlt3»to^ •«<T
•t aDiioq*M«o:> •KIT .b9imlu9U9 ••» M l»t«^3 lo 11m
.tl •7uel1 nl MPMte •! tl . lau b^MiWt sA^ J^ (TlO)
nt 05 ^o «l»vi«tnl !• iwwiib sis bn« t« t:i*t« •t«ot««0
•^•<U ftJLftft* •^•M .YtltMb no«ii*tt«q •vli»l« r^urfl^M
1«»1,S\X"*X ot 0-*S,0«»X ••»% tJilbi»tK# •s*li[ 9««1 • »i
tu^iq •iTT .»lil« •!» »n«l» if a «<«•« b#ttlHb T«"«»e<? <^tlw
•vltlflilaq •di otiil b#ilil YA'»<i«^^ «** «cxj;;»lo^^ ^^
bvufltts •d l»ltfO» •ttnlbx«o# ••ult %1 ••• oi ll^a bMiiIwi










i^has* In«quaXitl«s anci unitary structur« Aaaplitudet.
^ince nonft of the projections Mwre successfully
tit«rpr«ted, the possibility of phase determination &y
the recently proposed inequality procedure was explored.
Unitary amplitudes are required in the inequality Method
and were, therefore, calculated for (OMJ end (hOjl(j data.
It was soon clear that only a few F's were greater
than 0,5 and that there were certainly not enough of
sufficiently high magnitude to determine more than a few
phases. If the assumed naodel wrere correct, the method
might be further exploited. However, if the center of
symmetry is lost, the procedure no longer is applicable.
Temporary Conclusion of the mrk
Thus far, all attempts at parameter determination
had failed. It was at this point that C4CIS became
available for study. It was decided that more would be
accomplished in the long run if the C9F]^2 pz'oblem were
dropped at this time in order to determine the structure
of the octachlorocyclobutane. Any knowledge gained con«>
ceraing the configuration of the carbon ring in the latter
compound might then lead to reconsideration of the proper
model to use in work on the former.
Recently Professor Miller ma6% available for study
the compound C^l4F3 analagous to ^^12 wherein the
TT
•MbutUt^A »iuJt^TiS& Y^ftilAI tent ••misiip^nl •••iH
tiltfH«*»M#« s^tw •fl«ii3»to'»^ ^^ ^® •"^^ ©wile
.brxelcnt* ••• -^«b«*oiiq Y^l^*^*'^ fcsto^wq tJ^^n«»«« •^
c (.i-LAw^^oA Mis ni bwrlupwi •!• ••Hi^lllqp* vTBtliftJ
rxM Mi4#iq SX^*^ •'*^ ^^ **"* ^^^ ^^^ •^ li^iltXXq^a^
•n«>9 JMOlAt ••^•Iwoii* Y«A .•n«^ii4«X»Y>"oi<*»**«o •'^^ ^^
^•li»X ©di Al jiUiL nodXAa •41 »o noll#xyeX»nod •« ioitti^a
««q#ti| art* %e nolltieblfftodw Qt b«*X «»iU l/tcl» bMv«qpot
•^•Mt idl •• *i«w •! ••• <^» *«^«
ybult 10^ •Xd«Xi»v» •bM n^XXlM »ot««l«i<l tX>**i»^
•lU nl«ii«*r 51V «* «ti«»«X«^ i^^^-^ b»«qpi^ •t^
73
fluorines attached to the central carbon ring have been
replaced by chlorine atoas. It was at first believed
that structure studies of this material might help in
the solution of the hexaf luorobutadiene diner* Prelim*
inary work has shown that crystals of the new compound
have cubic symaetry and thus are not isomorphous with CgFj^2
There is« however, evidence of molecular rotation at roon
tefl9>eratures so further work at lower temperatures may
give sore information.
ST
A#«di «v/ul ^alt OMlSua
ol c|X0rt t4UiJM iaii^^M' «.
SUQQESTIOMb FOR niRTI«m STiCY
In view of th« evidence of the non-planar carbon
ring in C^Clg it mey be possible that the rings in
CaFio '^^^ puckered with a resultin9 loss of a center
of sygBsetry for the inolecule. If this i>e true, the
structure problem will be extreoely difficult but not
i^^ssible.
tiearly complete (hkjl} data have be^n obtained for
the primitive reduced cell. It is thus possible to
calculate a series of three-dimensional Patterson 6ec«
tions for small increments along a chosen axis, prob*
ably »2* From these sections enough vectors might be
resolved to lead to a satisfactory structure determina«
tion.
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